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HIS MORNING, a congressional committee will meet in Sunny Isles Beach, 
Fla., to examine our capacity to handle an oil spill in the Caribbean. It is an 
important event, acknowledging a new reality: Expanding offshore drilling is 

not exclusively a US pastime. Like so many other North American enterprises, drilling 
has international appeal. 

Perfora, nene, perfora. (In English: drill, baby, drill.) 
Cuba is now set to begin tapping the ocean, and the need for rigorous engagement 

with Havana has never been more immediate. It should not wait for some hoped-for 
Cuban Spring or for the Castro brothers to die. There is simply no mañana. 

Just a few days ago, a large Scarabeo 9 offshore drilling unit, the most powerful 
rig in the world, arrived off the shores of Havana. Recent seismic data has confirmed 
potential oil wells near Cuba’s shores. The rig will hold 200 people, and has the capacity 
to manage two different drilling operations at the same time. It will operate 16 miles off 
the coast of Cuba, about 80 miles south of Key West, driving down into 5,300 feet of 
water to a depth of 20,000 feet below the sea floor. 

As another Florida attraction might put it, it’s a small world, and when it comes to 
drilling we’re all in it together. The rig is Norwegian-designed, Chinese-built, Italian-
owned, and flagged in the Bahamas. The Spanish energy company Repsol signed the first 
contract with the Cuban government to begin exploration. Repsol has joint partnership 
with companies from Norway and India. Additional drilling lease agreements exist 
between Cuba and Venezuela, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Angola; negotiations with China 
are ongoing. 

Since most rigs begin drilling soon after they arrive, US government officials 
believe the Cuban platform will begin running “shortly.” There is no reason to be 
paranoid about Repsol’s plans; drilling happens all the time. A spill might not even harm 
Florida, as currents and barrier reefs serve as good protection. But when drilling happens 
in the ocean between neighbors, direct talks are generally the norm. In 1980, for example, 
the United States and Mexico negotiated an agreement for oil exploration and spill 
response known as the Mexus Plan. 

Cuba raises unique concerns because we continue to refuse normal diplomatic 
relations with the country still run by the Castro brothers. So today’s hearing will 
highlight lawmakers and scientists’ best efforts to work around these prohibitions. 
Federal, state, and local agencies are taking this seriously. Because of prohibitions on 
direct talks with Cuba, the United States has met in five-party discussions with the 
Bahamas, Cuba, Jamaica, and Mexico under the auspices of the International Maritime 
Organization. 

There are essential efforts. And there is no evidence that Repsol, a responsible 
company with a solid safety record, is shying away from its duties. Presumably, with the 
Cuban government’s approval, it even allowed the Coast Guard to review the drilling unit 
before it entered Cuba’s exclusive economic zone. That review had to take place off the 
coast of Trinidad. 

But in this little foray around the globe, it is important to remember that the most 
valuable lesson from oil spill responses is that every effort should be made to prevent one 
from ever happening.  

Congress should support an exception to our Cuban non-engagement policy for 
off-shore drilling. We should want, with all our neighbors, an agreement on rigorous 
safety standards, regulatory oversight, and containment strategies. Unfortunately, some of 
the proposals in Congress seek to punish any company in contract with Cuba, an effort 

L
AST TUESDAY a company in
Cupertino, Calif., released its
quarterly earnings report, and
when trading resumed

Wednesday it became the most valu-
able company in the world. With a
market capitalization of $420 billion,
Apple briefly overtook ExxonMobil for
the top spot. Household names like
Microsoft ($250 billion), GE ($200
billion), and GM ($40 billion) trailed
far behind.

Apple should reaffirm for us that
American innovation is alive and kick-
ing. The look and feel — the very idea
— of products like the iPod, iPad, and
iPhone are as American as, well, apple
pie. But if we want the next technologi-
cal revolution to start here as well,
politicians need to change their indus-
trial-age view — and the stale rhetoric
that has developed around it.

In the 1990s, when Apple was
suffering through nearly a decade of
stagnant revenues and several quarters
of losses, no elected officials were
scrambling to ‘‘save’’ this national
treasure of innovation. There were no
special earmarks to bring iMacs to
market, or crash programs to minia-
turize the iPod Nano. Yet today, the
company employs over 60,000 people
worldwide, with about two-thirds
working in the United States.

Most people would agree that these
are good jobs — even great ones. But
Apple critics, and there are many, are
quick to sniff that they’re not manufac-
turing jobs. The company’s contrac-
tors, mostly in China, are responsible
for assembling the iconic products.
Instead, the American work force

oversees the design of hardware and
software; they manage the growing
Internet-based platforms for music,
books, movies, and applications; and
they distribute and sell through Apple’s
retail chain.

As with other high-tech firms, in-
cluding Google, Microsoft, and even
old-line names like IBM, only a fraction
of Apple’s employees qualify as ‘‘manu-
facturing.’’ But their pay and benefits
are among the best in the world. These
firms remain global leaders in their
fields, and they are growing.

Naturally, President Obama has a
plan: punish them.

‘‘If you’re a business that wants to
outsource jobs,’’ Obama threatened in
his State of the Union address, ‘‘you
shouldn’t get a tax deduction.’’ That
policy — increasing taxes for compa-
nies that scale back at home or open
new facilities overseas — would have
wiped Apple out years ago as it strug-
gled to remain competitive. And it
would punish many other resurgent
American high-tech firms like IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, and Xerox.

All of these companies manage
facilities and engage contrac-
tors around the world (which
come under intense scrutiny
of their own, as Apple con-
tractor Foxconn has in recent
weeks). Their global foot-
prints help them penetrate
markets and reduce the cost
of products and services they
deliver. They also employ
hundreds of thousands here
in the United States. When
the president insists that ‘‘if

portance of STEM all the time. Yet we
provide the same Pell grant and loan
subsidy for a four-year degree in pup-
petry that we do for biomechanical
engineering. If our student-aid system
doesn’t care which path recipients
choose, why should they?

Rather than have the federal tax
code picking corporate winners and
losers, we should encourage the intel-
lectual capital of innovation: STEM.
The federal government spends over
$40 billion a year on college aid. Mean-
while, offering a $5,000 cash incentive
for every student pursuing a four-year
STEM degree would cost less than $2
billion.

Instead, Obama targets businesses
like Apple — ironically, in a speech
where Steve Jobs’s widow was his
invited guest — and it makes no eco-
nomic sense.

In just 10 years, the market value of
Apple has grown from $7 billion to
over $400 billion. The returns for
mutual funds and pension funds own-
ing the stock have been outstanding,
and thousands of employees have
earned financial security.

But if you’re one of those Apple
millionaires, there’s one last piece of
bad news: Obama wants to raise the
tax on your stock gains. Sorry. He
wants you to be successful, but not too
successful; and he would prefer that
you manufactured something for a
living.

John E. Sununu, a regular Globe
contributor, is a former US senator
from New Hampshire.

you’re an American manufacturer, you
should get a bigger tax cut,’’ these
companies get the short end of that
stick, too.

Populist rhetoric aside, no business
should be punished simply because the
jobs it creates aren’t defined as ‘‘manu-
facturing.’’ High-tech manufacturing,
including electronics, electrical equip-
ment, and transportation, employs
roughly 4 million US workers. But
high-tech services like telecommunica-
tions, computer-system design, and
data processing employ even more.
Skill level and knowledge base, not the
label ‘‘manufacturing,’’ drive high-
paying jobs.

That’s why the real threat to grow-
ing our tech employment base will be a
shortage of students trained in science,
technology, engineering, and mathe-
matics — the STEM fields. In the Unit-
ed States, only 17 percent of bachelor’s
degrees are STEM-based. In China, the
figure is 52 percent.

Public officials, from the president
to local selectmen, talk about the im-
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Apple, not manufacturing, is America’s future
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T
HIS MORNING, a congressional
committee will meet in Sunny Isles
Beach, Fla., to examine our capac-
ity to handle an oil spill in the

Caribbean. It is an important event, ac-
knowledging a new reality: Expanding
offshore drilling is not exclusively a US
pastime. Like so many other North Ameri-
can enterprises, drilling has international
appeal.

Perfora, nene, perfora. (In English: drill,
baby, drill.)

Cuba is now set to begin tapping the
ocean, and the need for rigorous engage-
ment with Havana has never been more
immediate. It should not wait for some
hoped-for Cuban Spring or for the Castro

brothers to die. There is simply no mañana.
Just a few days ago, a large Scarabeo 9

offshore drilling unit, the most powerful rig
in the world, arrived off the shores of Ha-
vana. Recent seismic data has confirmed
potential oil wells near Cuba’s shores. The
rig will hold 200 people, and has the capac-
ity to manage two different drilling opera-
tions at the same time. It will operate 16
miles off the coast of Cuba, about 80 miles
south of Key West, driving down into 5,300
feet of water to a depth of 20,000 feet
below the sea floor.

As another Florida attraction might
put it, it’s a small world, and when it
comes to drilling we’re all in it together.
The rig is Norwegian-designed, Chinese-
built, Italian-owned, and flagged in the
Bahamas. The Spanish energy company
Repsol signed the first contract with the
Cuban government to begin exploration.
Repsol has joint partnership with com-
panies from Norway and India. Addi-

tional drilling lease agreements exist
between Cuba and Venezuela, Malaysia,

Vietnam, and Angola; negotiations with
China are ongoing.

Since most rigs begin drilling soon after
they arrive, US government officials believe
the Cuban platform will begin running
‘‘shortly.’’ There is no reason to be paranoid
about Repsol’s plans; drilling happens all
the time. A spill might not even harm Flor-
ida, as currents and barrier reefs serve as
good protection. But when drilling happens
in the ocean between neighbors, direct talks
are generally the norm. In 1980, for ex-
ample, the United States and Mexico nego-
tiated an agreement for oil exploration and
spill response known as the Mexus Plan.

Cuba raises unique concerns because we
continue to refuse normal diplomatic rela-
tions with the country still run by the Cas-
tro brothers. So today’s hearing will high-
light lawmakers and scientists’ best efforts
to work around these prohibitions. Federal,
state, and local agencies are taking this
seriously. Because of prohibitions on direct
talks with Cuba, the United States has met
in five-party discussions with the Bahamas,
Cuba, Jamaica, and Mexico under the aus-
pices of the International Maritime Organ-
ization.

There are essential efforts. And there is
no evidence that Repsol, a responsible
company with a solid safety record, is shy-
ing away from its duties. Presumably, with
the Cuban government’s approval, it even
allowed the Coast Guard to review the
drilling unit before it entered Cuba’s exclu-
sive economic zone. That review had to take
place off the coast of Trinidad.

But in this little foray around the globe,
it is important to remember that the most
valuable lesson from oil spill responses is
that every effort should be made to prevent
one from ever happening.

Congress should support an exception to
our Cuban non-engagement policy for
off-shore drilling. We should want, with all
our neighbors, an agreement on rigorous
safety standards, regulatory oversight, and
containment strategies. Unfortunately,
some of the proposals in Congress seek to
punish any company in contract with Cuba,
an effort that smacks more of Cold War
politics than real-world economics.

The domestic politics here, though, are
all whacky. The liberal groups that want a
new Cuba policy tend to be the same that
oppose drilling. And conservative groups
that favor drilling are intent on punishing
the Castros. But Cuba will drill no matter
what we do, for the same reasons that we
drill. Meanwhile, the Bahamas hope to sign
their first lease by the end of 2012. Jamaica
is soon behind that.

Maybe, by then, we will come to un-
derstand that the oceans do not belong to
the Castro brothers, nor to those who con-
tinue to oppose them.

Juliette Kayyem can be reached at
jkayyem@globe.com and Twitter
@juliettekayyem
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Congress should support
an exception to our Cuban
non-engagement policy
for off-shore drilling.

US has tied
own hands as
Cuba drills
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By Jennifer Graham

In the 1800s, the Harvard-educated psychol-
ogist G. Stanley Hall conducted a study of ‘‘pecu-
liar and exceptional children’’ and concluded that
being an only child is akin to having an incurable
disease.

He was wrong, of course.
It’s not a disease, but child abuse — a cruelty

that only gets worse as the Baby Boomers age.
Consider my friend, an only child struggling to

care for her parents, who live 600 miles away. Her
mother is in a wheelchair, recovering from a
stroke; her father had a heart attack recently and
needs dialysis three times a week. Her parents
need help, but with young children and a full-time
job, my friend can only do so much. Limitless,
however, is the crushing sense of responsibility,
angst, and guilt.

Then there’s my mother, running a pet-sitting
business while caring for my 95-year-old grand-
mother, who recently broke her pelvis and is at
home but virtually immobile. My mother, too, is
drained physically and emotionally. But there’s a
difference: She has two brothers sharing the work.

The writer Mark Steyn warns that Western
civilization will soon be destroyed by our steadily
shrinking families, as fertility rates in more na-
tions drop below the replacement level, as they
have in Spain, Russia, and Italy. But America’s
only children, of which I am one, won’t notice. By
then, we’ll have all gone mad, not from our lonely
childhoods populated pathetically with imaginary
friends, but from the stress of dealing with our
long-lived but health-challenged parents.

And we won’t even have a spouse around to
help us, since most of us will be divorced. (You
may have heard: We’re hard to live with because
we never learned to share.)

Call it the omnichild’s dilemma, the incredible
heaviness of being all things to two people.

Sure, it sounds great at the time. Have one
child! Pay for just one college tuition, one set of
braces! Suffer through the Terrible Twos just
once, attend only one third-grade spelling bee!
Experience all the joys of parenthood quickly
and then get back to your regular life!

But it’s like the ‘‘Bill Me Later’’ option on
PayPal. It’ll get you eventually — and hurt
much more then.

The only child suffers not from the lack
of built-in playmates but from the emo-
tional burden called ‘‘It’s All Up to Me.’’
The singleton is the only child available
to produce grandchildren. The only
child who can come home for Thanks-
giving. The only child who can make
Mom feel fulfilled on Mother’s Day.
The only child to lay awake nights
agonizing over whether it’s time to
put Dad in a nursing home.

The parents suffer when
their only child, no matter
how devoted and well-
meaning, can’t deliver
because of the stresses
of his or her own

grown-up life.
In the good old days, when parents saw chil-

dren for what they really are — indentured ser-
vants — they produced plenty of kids. But when
farms disappeared and Americans no longer
needed extra children to milk the cows every 12
hours, our offspring morphed into playthings,
accessories, or, worst of all, meaningful experi-
ences.

Of course only children are loved. But there
are consequences to being told repeatedly how
wonderful you are. The only thing stopping China
from world domination is its widespread Little
Emperor Syndrome, the predictable result of its
one-child policy.

Still, there remain loons who encourage this
madness, who are glad that women with only one
child are the second-largest group among moth-
ers, and rapidly gaining on the percentage who
have two.

In ‘‘The Case for the Only Child: Your Essential
Guide,’’ psychologist Susan Newman says the

‘‘motherhood penalty,’’ the economic toll breeders
pay in the workplace, is reason enough to have
just one kid. There are others: that giant sucking
sound that emits from your wallet, and the de-
rangement of siblings who destroy each other’s
rooms and sanity.

Then there’s Linda R. Hirshman, who, in ‘‘Get
to Work: A Manifesto for Women of the World,’’
argued that smart and ambitious women commit
professional suicide by having more than one kid.

Well, maybe. Well, yes. But when the choice is
your money or your life, most people opt for their
lives. And having a large family pays its biggest
dividends the older you get.

Regardless, there’s a solution to the omni-
child’s dilemma, a way to prepare for the inevita-
ble decline of one’s parents and the attendant
hard choices and hard work.

Have lots of kids.

Jennifer Graham is a writer in Hopkinton. She
has four children.

The omnichild’s dilemma
An only child can look forward to limited resources and crushing guilt
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L
AST TUESDAY a company in
Cupertino, Calif., released its
quarterly earnings report, and
when trading resumed

Wednesday it became the most valu-
able company in the world. With a
market capitalization of $420 billion,
Apple briefly overtook ExxonMobil for
the top spot. Household names like
Microsoft ($250 billion), GE ($200
billion), and GM ($40 billion) trailed
far behind.

Apple should reaffirm for us that
American innovation is alive and kick-
ing. The look and feel — the very idea
— of products like the iPod, iPad, and
iPhone are as American as, well, apple
pie. But if we want the next technologi-
cal revolution to start here as well,
politicians need to change their indus-
trial-age view — and the stale rhetoric
that has developed around it.

In the 1990s, when Apple was
suffering through nearly a decade of
stagnant revenues and several quarters
of losses, no elected officials were
scrambling to ‘‘save’’ this national
treasure of innovation. There were no
special earmarks to bring iMacs to
market, or crash programs to minia-
turize the iPod Nano. Yet today, the
company employs over 60,000 people
worldwide, with about two-thirds
working in the United States.

Most people would agree that these
are good jobs — even great ones. But
Apple critics, and there are many, are
quick to sniff that they’re not manufac-
turing jobs. The company’s contrac-
tors, mostly in China, are responsible
for assembling the iconic products.
Instead, the American work force

oversees the design of hardware and
software; they manage the growing
Internet-based platforms for music,
books, movies, and applications; and
they distribute and sell through Apple’s
retail chain.

As with other high-tech firms, in-
cluding Google, Microsoft, and even
old-line names like IBM, only a fraction
of Apple’s employees qualify as ‘‘manu-
facturing.’’ But their pay and benefits
are among the best in the world. These
firms remain global leaders in their
fields, and they are growing.

Naturally, President Obama has a
plan: punish them.

‘‘If you’re a business that wants to
outsource jobs,’’ Obama threatened in
his State of the Union address, ‘‘you
shouldn’t get a tax deduction.’’ That
policy — increasing taxes for compa-
nies that scale back at home or open
new facilities overseas — would have
wiped Apple out years ago as it strug-
gled to remain competitive. And it
would punish many other resurgent
American high-tech firms like IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, and Xerox.

All of these companies manage
facilities and engage contrac-
tors around the world (which
come under intense scrutiny
of their own, as Apple con-
tractor Foxconn has in recent
weeks). Their global foot-
prints help them penetrate
markets and reduce the cost
of products and services they
deliver. They also employ
hundreds of thousands here
in the United States. When
the president insists that ‘‘if

portance of STEM all the time. Yet we
provide the same Pell grant and loan
subsidy for a four-year degree in pup-
petry that we do for biomechanical
engineering. If our student-aid system
doesn’t care which path recipients
choose, why should they?

Rather than have the federal tax
code picking corporate winners and
losers, we should encourage the intel-
lectual capital of innovation: STEM.
The federal government spends over
$40 billion a year on college aid. Mean-
while, offering a $5,000 cash incentive
for every student pursuing a four-year
STEM degree would cost less than $2
billion.

Instead, Obama targets businesses
like Apple — ironically, in a speech
where Steve Jobs’s widow was his
invited guest — and it makes no eco-
nomic sense.

In just 10 years, the market value of
Apple has grown from $7 billion to
over $400 billion. The returns for
mutual funds and pension funds own-
ing the stock have been outstanding,
and thousands of employees have
earned financial security.

But if you’re one of those Apple
millionaires, there’s one last piece of
bad news: Obama wants to raise the
tax on your stock gains. Sorry. He
wants you to be successful, but not too
successful; and he would prefer that
you manufactured something for a
living.

John E. Sununu, a regular Globe
contributor, is a former US senator
from New Hampshire.

you’re an American manufacturer, you
should get a bigger tax cut,’’ these
companies get the short end of that
stick, too.

Populist rhetoric aside, no business
should be punished simply because the
jobs it creates aren’t defined as ‘‘manu-
facturing.’’ High-tech manufacturing,
including electronics, electrical equip-
ment, and transportation, employs
roughly 4 million US workers. But
high-tech services like telecommunica-
tions, computer-system design, and
data processing employ even more.
Skill level and knowledge base, not the
label ‘‘manufacturing,’’ drive high-
paying jobs.

That’s why the real threat to grow-
ing our tech employment base will be a
shortage of students trained in science,
technology, engineering, and mathe-
matics — the STEM fields. In the Unit-
ed States, only 17 percent of bachelor’s
degrees are STEM-based. In China, the
figure is 52 percent.

Public officials, from the president
to local selectmen, talk about the im-
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Apple, not manufacturing, is America’s future
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T
HIS MORNING, a congressional
committee will meet in Sunny Isles
Beach, Fla., to examine our capac-
ity to handle an oil spill in the

Caribbean. It is an important event, ac-
knowledging a new reality: Expanding
offshore drilling is not exclusively a US
pastime. Like so many other North Ameri-
can enterprises, drilling has international
appeal.

Perfora, nene, perfora. (In English: drill,
baby, drill.)

Cuba is now set to begin tapping the
ocean, and the need for rigorous engage-
ment with Havana has never been more
immediate. It should not wait for some
hoped-for Cuban Spring or for the Castro

brothers to die. There is simply no mañana.
Just a few days ago, a large Scarabeo 9

offshore drilling unit, the most powerful rig
in the world, arrived off the shores of Ha-
vana. Recent seismic data has confirmed
potential oil wells near Cuba’s shores. The
rig will hold 200 people, and has the capac-
ity to manage two different drilling opera-
tions at the same time. It will operate 16
miles off the coast of Cuba, about 80 miles
south of Key West, driving down into 5,300
feet of water to a depth of 20,000 feet
below the sea floor.

As another Florida attraction might
put it, it’s a small world, and when it
comes to drilling we’re all in it together.
The rig is Norwegian-designed, Chinese-
built, Italian-owned, and flagged in the
Bahamas. The Spanish energy company
Repsol signed the first contract with the
Cuban government to begin exploration.
Repsol has joint partnership with com-
panies from Norway and India. Addi-

tional drilling lease agreements exist
between Cuba and Venezuela, Malaysia,

Vietnam, and Angola; negotiations with
China are ongoing.

Since most rigs begin drilling soon after
they arrive, US government officials believe
the Cuban platform will begin running
‘‘shortly.’’ There is no reason to be paranoid
about Repsol’s plans; drilling happens all
the time. A spill might not even harm Flor-
ida, as currents and barrier reefs serve as
good protection. But when drilling happens
in the ocean between neighbors, direct talks
are generally the norm. In 1980, for ex-
ample, the United States and Mexico nego-
tiated an agreement for oil exploration and
spill response known as the Mexus Plan.

Cuba raises unique concerns because we
continue to refuse normal diplomatic rela-
tions with the country still run by the Cas-
tro brothers. So today’s hearing will high-
light lawmakers and scientists’ best efforts
to work around these prohibitions. Federal,
state, and local agencies are taking this
seriously. Because of prohibitions on direct
talks with Cuba, the United States has met
in five-party discussions with the Bahamas,
Cuba, Jamaica, and Mexico under the aus-
pices of the International Maritime Organ-
ization.

There are essential efforts. And there is
no evidence that Repsol, a responsible
company with a solid safety record, is shy-
ing away from its duties. Presumably, with
the Cuban government’s approval, it even
allowed the Coast Guard to review the
drilling unit before it entered Cuba’s exclu-
sive economic zone. That review had to take
place off the coast of Trinidad.

But in this little foray around the globe,
it is important to remember that the most
valuable lesson from oil spill responses is
that every effort should be made to prevent
one from ever happening.

Congress should support an exception to
our Cuban non-engagement policy for
off-shore drilling. We should want, with all
our neighbors, an agreement on rigorous
safety standards, regulatory oversight, and
containment strategies. Unfortunately,
some of the proposals in Congress seek to
punish any company in contract with Cuba,
an effort that smacks more of Cold War
politics than real-world economics.

The domestic politics here, though, are
all whacky. The liberal groups that want a
new Cuba policy tend to be the same that
oppose drilling. And conservative groups
that favor drilling are intent on punishing
the Castros. But Cuba will drill no matter
what we do, for the same reasons that we
drill. Meanwhile, the Bahamas hope to sign
their first lease by the end of 2012. Jamaica
is soon behind that.

Maybe, by then, we will come to un-
derstand that the oceans do not belong to
the Castro brothers, nor to those who con-
tinue to oppose them.

Juliette Kayyem can be reached at
jkayyem@globe.com and Twitter
@juliettekayyem
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Congress should support
an exception to our Cuban
non-engagement policy
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By Jennifer Graham

In the 1800s, the Harvard-educated psychol-
ogist G. Stanley Hall conducted a study of ‘‘pecu-
liar and exceptional children’’ and concluded that
being an only child is akin to having an incurable
disease.

He was wrong, of course.
It’s not a disease, but child abuse — a cruelty

that only gets worse as the Baby Boomers age.
Consider my friend, an only child struggling to

care for her parents, who live 600 miles away. Her
mother is in a wheelchair, recovering from a
stroke; her father had a heart attack recently and
needs dialysis three times a week. Her parents
need help, but with young children and a full-time
job, my friend can only do so much. Limitless,
however, is the crushing sense of responsibility,
angst, and guilt.

Then there’s my mother, running a pet-sitting
business while caring for my 95-year-old grand-
mother, who recently broke her pelvis and is at
home but virtually immobile. My mother, too, is
drained physically and emotionally. But there’s a
difference: She has two brothers sharing the work.

The writer Mark Steyn warns that Western
civilization will soon be destroyed by our steadily
shrinking families, as fertility rates in more na-
tions drop below the replacement level, as they
have in Spain, Russia, and Italy. But America’s
only children, of which I am one, won’t notice. By
then, we’ll have all gone mad, not from our lonely
childhoods populated pathetically with imaginary
friends, but from the stress of dealing with our
long-lived but health-challenged parents.

And we won’t even have a spouse around to
help us, since most of us will be divorced. (You
may have heard: We’re hard to live with because
we never learned to share.)

Call it the omnichild’s dilemma, the incredible
heaviness of being all things to two people.

Sure, it sounds great at the time. Have one
child! Pay for just one college tuition, one set of
braces! Suffer through the Terrible Twos just
once, attend only one third-grade spelling bee!
Experience all the joys of parenthood quickly
and then get back to your regular life!

But it’s like the ‘‘Bill Me Later’’ option on
PayPal. It’ll get you eventually — and hurt
much more then.

The only child suffers not from the lack
of built-in playmates but from the emo-
tional burden called ‘‘It’s All Up to Me.’’
The singleton is the only child available
to produce grandchildren. The only
child who can come home for Thanks-
giving. The only child who can make
Mom feel fulfilled on Mother’s Day.
The only child to lay awake nights
agonizing over whether it’s time to
put Dad in a nursing home.

The parents suffer when
their only child, no matter
how devoted and well-
meaning, can’t deliver
because of the stresses
of his or her own

grown-up life.
In the good old days, when parents saw chil-

dren for what they really are — indentured ser-
vants — they produced plenty of kids. But when
farms disappeared and Americans no longer
needed extra children to milk the cows every 12
hours, our offspring morphed into playthings,
accessories, or, worst of all, meaningful experi-
ences.

Of course only children are loved. But there
are consequences to being told repeatedly how
wonderful you are. The only thing stopping China
from world domination is its widespread Little
Emperor Syndrome, the predictable result of its
one-child policy.

Still, there remain loons who encourage this
madness, who are glad that women with only one
child are the second-largest group among moth-
ers, and rapidly gaining on the percentage who
have two.

In ‘‘The Case for the Only Child: Your Essential
Guide,’’ psychologist Susan Newman says the

‘‘motherhood penalty,’’ the economic toll breeders
pay in the workplace, is reason enough to have
just one kid. There are others: that giant sucking
sound that emits from your wallet, and the de-
rangement of siblings who destroy each other’s
rooms and sanity.

Then there’s Linda R. Hirshman, who, in ‘‘Get
to Work: A Manifesto for Women of the World,’’
argued that smart and ambitious women commit
professional suicide by having more than one kid.

Well, maybe. Well, yes. But when the choice is
your money or your life, most people opt for their
lives. And having a large family pays its biggest
dividends the older you get.

Regardless, there’s a solution to the omni-
child’s dilemma, a way to prepare for the inevita-
ble decline of one’s parents and the attendant
hard choices and hard work.

Have lots of kids.

Jennifer Graham is a writer in Hopkinton. She
has four children.

The omnichild’s dilemma
An only child can look forward to limited resources and crushing guilt
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L
AST TUESDAY a company in
Cupertino, Calif., released its
quarterly earnings report, and
when trading resumed

Wednesday it became the most valu-
able company in the world. With a
market capitalization of $420 billion,
Apple briefly overtook ExxonMobil for
the top spot. Household names like
Microsoft ($250 billion), GE ($200
billion), and GM ($40 billion) trailed
far behind.

Apple should reaffirm for us that
American innovation is alive and kick-
ing. The look and feel — the very idea
— of products like the iPod, iPad, and
iPhone are as American as, well, apple
pie. But if we want the next technologi-
cal revolution to start here as well,
politicians need to change their indus-
trial-age view — and the stale rhetoric
that has developed around it.

In the 1990s, when Apple was
suffering through nearly a decade of
stagnant revenues and several quarters
of losses, no elected officials were
scrambling to ‘‘save’’ this national
treasure of innovation. There were no
special earmarks to bring iMacs to
market, or crash programs to minia-
turize the iPod Nano. Yet today, the
company employs over 60,000 people
worldwide, with about two-thirds
working in the United States.

Most people would agree that these
are good jobs — even great ones. But
Apple critics, and there are many, are
quick to sniff that they’re not manufac-
turing jobs. The company’s contrac-
tors, mostly in China, are responsible
for assembling the iconic products.
Instead, the American work force

oversees the design of hardware and
software; they manage the growing
Internet-based platforms for music,
books, movies, and applications; and
they distribute and sell through Apple’s
retail chain.

As with other high-tech firms, in-
cluding Google, Microsoft, and even
old-line names like IBM, only a fraction
of Apple’s employees qualify as ‘‘manu-
facturing.’’ But their pay and benefits
are among the best in the world. These
firms remain global leaders in their
fields, and they are growing.

Naturally, President Obama has a
plan: punish them.

‘‘If you’re a business that wants to
outsource jobs,’’ Obama threatened in
his State of the Union address, ‘‘you
shouldn’t get a tax deduction.’’ That
policy — increasing taxes for compa-
nies that scale back at home or open
new facilities overseas — would have
wiped Apple out years ago as it strug-
gled to remain competitive. And it
would punish many other resurgent
American high-tech firms like IBM,
Hewlett-Packard, and Xerox.

All of these companies manage
facilities and engage contrac-
tors around the world (which
come under intense scrutiny
of their own, as Apple con-
tractor Foxconn has in recent
weeks). Their global foot-
prints help them penetrate
markets and reduce the cost
of products and services they
deliver. They also employ
hundreds of thousands here
in the United States. When
the president insists that ‘‘if

portance of STEM all the time. Yet we
provide the same Pell grant and loan
subsidy for a four-year degree in pup-
petry that we do for biomechanical
engineering. If our student-aid system
doesn’t care which path recipients
choose, why should they?

Rather than have the federal tax
code picking corporate winners and
losers, we should encourage the intel-
lectual capital of innovation: STEM.
The federal government spends over
$40 billion a year on college aid. Mean-
while, offering a $5,000 cash incentive
for every student pursuing a four-year
STEM degree would cost less than $2
billion.

Instead, Obama targets businesses
like Apple — ironically, in a speech
where Steve Jobs’s widow was his
invited guest — and it makes no eco-
nomic sense.

In just 10 years, the market value of
Apple has grown from $7 billion to
over $400 billion. The returns for
mutual funds and pension funds own-
ing the stock have been outstanding,
and thousands of employees have
earned financial security.

But if you’re one of those Apple
millionaires, there’s one last piece of
bad news: Obama wants to raise the
tax on your stock gains. Sorry. He
wants you to be successful, but not too
successful; and he would prefer that
you manufactured something for a
living.

John E. Sununu, a regular Globe
contributor, is a former US senator
from New Hampshire.

you’re an American manufacturer, you
should get a bigger tax cut,’’ these
companies get the short end of that
stick, too.

Populist rhetoric aside, no business
should be punished simply because the
jobs it creates aren’t defined as ‘‘manu-
facturing.’’ High-tech manufacturing,
including electronics, electrical equip-
ment, and transportation, employs
roughly 4 million US workers. But
high-tech services like telecommunica-
tions, computer-system design, and
data processing employ even more.
Skill level and knowledge base, not the
label ‘‘manufacturing,’’ drive high-
paying jobs.

That’s why the real threat to grow-
ing our tech employment base will be a
shortage of students trained in science,
technology, engineering, and mathe-
matics — the STEM fields. In the Unit-
ed States, only 17 percent of bachelor’s
degrees are STEM-based. In China, the
figure is 52 percent.

Public officials, from the president
to local selectmen, talk about the im-

JOHN E. SUNUNU

Apple, not manufacturing, is America’s future
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T
HIS MORNING, a congressional
committee will meet in Sunny Isles
Beach, Fla., to examine our capac-
ity to handle an oil spill in the

Caribbean. It is an important event, ac-
knowledging a new reality: Expanding
offshore drilling is not exclusively a US
pastime. Like so many other North Ameri-
can enterprises, drilling has international
appeal.

Perfora, nene, perfora. (In English: drill,
baby, drill.)

Cuba is now set to begin tapping the
ocean, and the need for rigorous engage-
ment with Havana has never been more
immediate. It should not wait for some
hoped-for Cuban Spring or for the Castro

brothers to die. There is simply no mañana.
Just a few days ago, a large Scarabeo 9

offshore drilling unit, the most powerful rig
in the world, arrived off the shores of Ha-
vana. Recent seismic data has confirmed
potential oil wells near Cuba’s shores. The
rig will hold 200 people, and has the capac-
ity to manage two different drilling opera-
tions at the same time. It will operate 16
miles off the coast of Cuba, about 80 miles
south of Key West, driving down into 5,300
feet of water to a depth of 20,000 feet
below the sea floor.

As another Florida attraction might
put it, it’s a small world, and when it
comes to drilling we’re all in it together.
The rig is Norwegian-designed, Chinese-
built, Italian-owned, and flagged in the
Bahamas. The Spanish energy company
Repsol signed the first contract with the
Cuban government to begin exploration.
Repsol has joint partnership with com-
panies from Norway and India. Addi-

tional drilling lease agreements exist
between Cuba and Venezuela, Malaysia,

Vietnam, and Angola; negotiations with
China are ongoing.

Since most rigs begin drilling soon after
they arrive, US government officials believe
the Cuban platform will begin running
‘‘shortly.’’ There is no reason to be paranoid
about Repsol’s plans; drilling happens all
the time. A spill might not even harm Flor-
ida, as currents and barrier reefs serve as
good protection. But when drilling happens
in the ocean between neighbors, direct talks
are generally the norm. In 1980, for ex-
ample, the United States and Mexico nego-
tiated an agreement for oil exploration and
spill response known as the Mexus Plan.

Cuba raises unique concerns because we
continue to refuse normal diplomatic rela-
tions with the country still run by the Cas-
tro brothers. So today’s hearing will high-
light lawmakers and scientists’ best efforts
to work around these prohibitions. Federal,
state, and local agencies are taking this
seriously. Because of prohibitions on direct
talks with Cuba, the United States has met
in five-party discussions with the Bahamas,
Cuba, Jamaica, and Mexico under the aus-
pices of the International Maritime Organ-
ization.

There are essential efforts. And there is
no evidence that Repsol, a responsible
company with a solid safety record, is shy-
ing away from its duties. Presumably, with
the Cuban government’s approval, it even
allowed the Coast Guard to review the
drilling unit before it entered Cuba’s exclu-
sive economic zone. That review had to take
place off the coast of Trinidad.

But in this little foray around the globe,
it is important to remember that the most
valuable lesson from oil spill responses is
that every effort should be made to prevent
one from ever happening.

Congress should support an exception to
our Cuban non-engagement policy for
off-shore drilling. We should want, with all
our neighbors, an agreement on rigorous
safety standards, regulatory oversight, and
containment strategies. Unfortunately,
some of the proposals in Congress seek to
punish any company in contract with Cuba,
an effort that smacks more of Cold War
politics than real-world economics.

The domestic politics here, though, are
all whacky. The liberal groups that want a
new Cuba policy tend to be the same that
oppose drilling. And conservative groups
that favor drilling are intent on punishing
the Castros. But Cuba will drill no matter
what we do, for the same reasons that we
drill. Meanwhile, the Bahamas hope to sign
their first lease by the end of 2012. Jamaica
is soon behind that.

Maybe, by then, we will come to un-
derstand that the oceans do not belong to
the Castro brothers, nor to those who con-
tinue to oppose them.

Juliette Kayyem can be reached at
jkayyem@globe.com and Twitter
@juliettekayyem
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Congress should support
an exception to our Cuban
non-engagement policy
for off-shore drilling.

US has tied
own hands as
Cuba drills
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By Jennifer Graham

In the 1800s, the Harvard-educated psychol-
ogist G. Stanley Hall conducted a study of ‘‘pecu-
liar and exceptional children’’ and concluded that
being an only child is akin to having an incurable
disease.

He was wrong, of course.
It’s not a disease, but child abuse — a cruelty

that only gets worse as the Baby Boomers age.
Consider my friend, an only child struggling to

care for her parents, who live 600 miles away. Her
mother is in a wheelchair, recovering from a
stroke; her father had a heart attack recently and
needs dialysis three times a week. Her parents
need help, but with young children and a full-time
job, my friend can only do so much. Limitless,
however, is the crushing sense of responsibility,
angst, and guilt.

Then there’s my mother, running a pet-sitting
business while caring for my 95-year-old grand-
mother, who recently broke her pelvis and is at
home but virtually immobile. My mother, too, is
drained physically and emotionally. But there’s a
difference: She has two brothers sharing the work.

The writer Mark Steyn warns that Western
civilization will soon be destroyed by our steadily
shrinking families, as fertility rates in more na-
tions drop below the replacement level, as they
have in Spain, Russia, and Italy. But America’s
only children, of which I am one, won’t notice. By
then, we’ll have all gone mad, not from our lonely
childhoods populated pathetically with imaginary
friends, but from the stress of dealing with our
long-lived but health-challenged parents.

And we won’t even have a spouse around to
help us, since most of us will be divorced. (You
may have heard: We’re hard to live with because
we never learned to share.)

Call it the omnichild’s dilemma, the incredible
heaviness of being all things to two people.

Sure, it sounds great at the time. Have one
child! Pay for just one college tuition, one set of
braces! Suffer through the Terrible Twos just
once, attend only one third-grade spelling bee!
Experience all the joys of parenthood quickly
and then get back to your regular life!

But it’s like the ‘‘Bill Me Later’’ option on
PayPal. It’ll get you eventually — and hurt
much more then.

The only child suffers not from the lack
of built-in playmates but from the emo-
tional burden called ‘‘It’s All Up to Me.’’
The singleton is the only child available
to produce grandchildren. The only
child who can come home for Thanks-
giving. The only child who can make
Mom feel fulfilled on Mother’s Day.
The only child to lay awake nights
agonizing over whether it’s time to
put Dad in a nursing home.

The parents suffer when
their only child, no matter
how devoted and well-
meaning, can’t deliver
because of the stresses
of his or her own

grown-up life.
In the good old days, when parents saw chil-

dren for what they really are — indentured ser-
vants — they produced plenty of kids. But when
farms disappeared and Americans no longer
needed extra children to milk the cows every 12
hours, our offspring morphed into playthings,
accessories, or, worst of all, meaningful experi-
ences.

Of course only children are loved. But there
are consequences to being told repeatedly how
wonderful you are. The only thing stopping China
from world domination is its widespread Little
Emperor Syndrome, the predictable result of its
one-child policy.

Still, there remain loons who encourage this
madness, who are glad that women with only one
child are the second-largest group among moth-
ers, and rapidly gaining on the percentage who
have two.

In ‘‘The Case for the Only Child: Your Essential
Guide,’’ psychologist Susan Newman says the

‘‘motherhood penalty,’’ the economic toll breeders
pay in the workplace, is reason enough to have
just one kid. There are others: that giant sucking
sound that emits from your wallet, and the de-
rangement of siblings who destroy each other’s
rooms and sanity.

Then there’s Linda R. Hirshman, who, in ‘‘Get
to Work: A Manifesto for Women of the World,’’
argued that smart and ambitious women commit
professional suicide by having more than one kid.

Well, maybe. Well, yes. But when the choice is
your money or your life, most people opt for their
lives. And having a large family pays its biggest
dividends the older you get.

Regardless, there’s a solution to the omni-
child’s dilemma, a way to prepare for the inevita-
ble decline of one’s parents and the attendant
hard choices and hard work.

Have lots of kids.

Jennifer Graham is a writer in Hopkinton. She
has four children.

The omnichild’s dilemma
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that smacks more of Cold War politics than real-world economics. 
The domestic politics here, though, are all whacky. The liberal groups that want a 

new Cuba policy tend to be the same that oppose drilling. And conservative groups that 
favor drilling are intent on punishing the Castros. But Cuba will drill no matter what we 
do, for the same reasons that we drill. Meanwhile, the Bahamas hope to sign their first 
lease by the end of 2012. Jamaica is soon behind that. 

Maybe, by then, we will come to understand that the oceans do not belong to the 
Castro brothers, nor to those who continue to oppose them. 
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